
     

 
 USING ADVANCED GEOMETRIC MODELS IN IMAGE MATCHING WITH 

HIGH RESOLUTION SPACE IMAGES.  
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The process for deriving DTMs starting from raw data is very complex because it has to answer to two main requirements: operate very accurately and work with extremely large data volumes. 

Nowadays the most important institutes involved in planetary mapping are working on new strategies to fulfil these requests. Despite the introduction of a series of new algorithms for image matching (e.g. the Semi Global Matching: [1]) that yield superior results 

especially in qualitative terms (smooth and continuous surfaces) and in terms of processing time, the common trend in planetary photogrammetry is to opt for more established area-based techniques and direct efforts to improve each single phase of the 

photogrammetric process, from the image pre-processing stage to the final interpolation of the DTMs.  
In this context, the Dense Matcher software (DM) developed at the University of Parma has been recently optimized to cope with very high resolution images provided by the most recent missions (LROC NAC and HiRISE) putting the efforts mainly to the 

improvement of the correlation phase and of the process automation.  

The DTM generation program Dense Matcher implements the NCC (Normalized Cross Correlation) method, the Least Squares Matching (LSM) method (Gruen, 1986) and the 

Multiphoto Geometrically Constrained Matching (MGCM) method (Gruen & Baltsavias, 1988). It is implemented in C# object-oriented programming language under Windows 

(.Net framework); the program exploits multi-core processing to improve speed and produces a dense point cloud for Digital Terrain Model (DTM) generation.  

The software was originally developed for close-range applications and has been improved and adapted for planetary mapping. 

Working with orbital-space images usually means to manage large amount of data. As far as HiRISE images are concerned,  the nominal maximum size of RED images is about 

20000 × 126000 pixels while LROC NAC image size is about 5000 × 52000 pixels. Therefore, in order to guarantee good computational performances, efforts have been put in the 

optimization of the processes with new strategies (tile approach and grid-matching).  

The performance of the image matching is connected to several aspects such as presence of occlusions, shadows, poor texture, atmospheric dust and steep terrain; also the 

illumination conditions are discriminant and the matching phase could generate blunders and mis-matches. In order to remove this kind of error and to make the final product 

more reliable and accurate, a strategy based on a Region Growing approach has been developed. 

More important changes have been made to the correlation algorithm, still maintaining its high performance in terms of precision and  accuracy by implementing an advanced 

version of the Least Squares Matching (LSM) algorithm. An iterative algorithm has been developed to adapt the geometric transformation in image resampling using different 

shape functions [2]. 

The new Dense Matcher software for planetary mapping 
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Tile: 2000 × 2000 pix 

TILE STRATEGY: Memory management for large images.  

   The idea is to read into the cub file and 

sequentially decompose the process into reduced 

regions (squared cells) which are independently 

and consecutively elaborated . 

 

IMAGE PYRAMID: The DM 

algorithms work using a 

coarse-to-fine multi-

resolution image pyramid 

structure.  
Performing image matching on 

lower-resolution images serves as an 

approximation to restrict the search 

area and to adaptively compute the 

matching parameters for the 

subsequent levels. 

 

In order to improve the correlation 

performances the process starts using an 
interest operator (SURF) (Speeded Up Robust 

Features) [3], which allows identifying a 

number of conjugated points. Once a 

consistent set of points is defined using a 

Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC)  [4] 

estimation, the disparity for each point is 

computed and the mean value is provided to 

the entire cell as an approximated parallax 

value for the matching procedure. This step 

aims at to pre-align the images providing a 

starting location to the points on the right 

image with respect to the left one. 

ALIGNMENT WITH TIE-POINTS (SURF 
generated): Estimation with a starting 

parallax. 

COARSE-TO-FINE GRIDDED MATCHING: 
A TIN (Triangulated Irregular Network) 

surface of parallaxes is generated from 

these tie-points (seed points) using a 

Delaunay triangulation algorithm; then 

the values are interpolated on a grid in 

order to have a parallax value for each 

position corresponding to the centre of 

template on the reference image. The 

grid density is increased from one 

pyramid level to the next: a bilinear 

interpolation of parallax values between 

matched conjugate points of the 

previous level is computed.  

The process is repeated until it reaches 

the original image resolution.  TIN surface 
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1. Disparity map 

initialization with 

NCC 

(Normalized 

Cross 

Correlation)  

2. Subpixel 

refinement with 

Least Squares 

Matching 
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The change in perspective on a sloped surface can 

confuse an area-based stereo correlator. The solution 

could be use an iterative algorithm to adapt the 

correlation window with different  shape functions 
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The results look very promising and represent a concrete proof of the capability 

of Dense Matcher in dealing with two of the most significant examples of high 

resolution orbital imaging: HiRISE images and the ones acquired by NAC. 

HiRISE image (PSP_008669_1705) with the three patches processed; right: 

an enlargement of each patch and a colour coded image of the 

elevation. 

 

The performance of the image correlation kernel of the program is evaluated 

through comparisons with DTMs generated by other well established software 

like Socet Set (SS) by Bae System and Ames Stereo Pipeline (ASP) by NASA on 

HiRISE stereo pairs. Finally a comparison is also made with the DTMs produced 

on LROC NAC stereo-pairs by the Vicar software by DLR (German Aerospace 

Center), as well as against the LOLA altimeter tracks.  

RMSE (m) of the discrepancies with respect to SS DTM for both ASP and 

DM DTMs as a function of the template size 
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